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WORLD ECONmuc SITUATION (item 2 of the Council agenda) (continued): 

(b) Full employment (E/L.616 and Corr.l, E/AC.6/L.l03, E/AC.6/L.l04, 
E/AC.6/L.l05, E/AC.6/L.l06) (continued): 

(i) Consideration of replies from governments to the questionnaire on £ull 
employment (E/2565 and Corr.l and Add.l - S, E/2620 and Add.l, 
E/240S/Add.l3) 

(ii) Reconversion after the rearmament period (Council resolution 4S3 B (XVI)) 
(E/2564 and Add.l and 2) 

(iii) Measures to prevent possible inflation at high levels of economic 
activity (Council resolution 4S3 A (XVI)) (E/2563 and Add.l - 3, 
E/2597) 

Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) observed that the discussions had brought out 

three main points: first, that the problem of full employment had assumed 

proportions that made it ~perative that some action be taken; secondly, that 

the maintenance of full employment was an international problem and its solution 

therefore called for international action; and thirdly, that the maintenance of 

full employment was inseparably linked to the development of the under-developed 

countries. The debate had shown that, despite differences of opinion about the 

present position of the world economy, there was general agreement that certain 

outstanding problems existed which required all countries to prepare to implement 

their international obligation to maintain full employment. As the replies to 

the Secretary-General's questionnaire on reconversion after the rearmament period 

(E/2564 and Add.l and 2) showed, most governments realized that a reduction in 

armaments, or even their maintenance at the present level, would have serious 

consequences for their economies, and same governments were already busy making 

plans to meet that situation. It was vital that such plans should be put into 

effect in good time to prevent an economic recession on a large scale. While 

such·measures constituted problems of domestic policy, they must necessarily 

have some impact on other countries. Many of the replies to the questionnaire 

on full employment showed that the success of domestic measures depended on 

international factors. For example, full employment often depended upon the 

trend of the balance of p~ents, which in turn depended upon the conditions 

obtaining in, and the policy followed by~ other countries. It was clear, therefore, 

that international measures were required to ensure the maintenance of full 

employment. 
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·Since the maintenance and expansion of production in the highly industrialized 

countries depended upon the expansion of foreign trade it was evident that 

additional markets would have to be created. Such mark~ts undoubtedly existed, 

and ways must be· found of making the products of the highly industrialized 

countries available to the under-developed countriese The resolution to be 

adopted by the Council must therefore stress the unbreakable link between the 

maintenance of full employment in the industrialized countries and the rapid 

development of the less developed countries. It would be tragic if a reduction 

in defence expenditure held up the struggle against poverty and backwardness in 

other parts of the worldo 

Referring to the Soviet Union draft resolution (E/Le616 and Corr.l), he 

said that his delegation agreed that the Council had a primary responsibility in 

the fields of full employment and the promotion of economic development, but· 

could not agree that the governments of those countries where unemployment 

existed should alone be called upon to reduce their armaments. Disarmament 

and the peaceful solution of international disputes were the concern of all 

governments, no matter what the economic state of their countries, and only 

general disarmament could ensure world peace. Moreover, he doubted the efficacy 

or suitability of the proposed advisory conference of non-governmental organiza

tions for coping with the problem of maintaining full employment. It would 

perhaps be useful if the International Labour Organisation were to call a 

meeting of trade union organizations, to enable ~hs representatives of the 

workers to participate in the study of questions of full employment, but it was 

difficult to believe that a conference of the kind envisaged by the Soviet Union 

delegation, Gomposed of representatives of several thousands of non-governmental · 

organizations, would be able to arrive at any practical conclusions. 

The draft resolution submitted jointly by the delegations of Belgium, Norway, 

the United Kingdom and the United States of ~erica (E/AC.6/L.l03) provided a 

sound basis for a constructive conclusion to the debate. But although the 

oonsideranda were, on the whole, satisfactory, his delegation believed that the 

whole problem of full employment fonned an integral part of the basic problem of 

national and international economic policies, and, accordingly, that the Economic 

and Social Council and the General Assembly should continue to be responsible for 
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studying it and making recommendations, it of course rernaining the responsibility 

of the governments of member States to r.arry out such recemmendations and to 

implement full-employmen~ policies. His delegation had therefore joined with 

those of Egypt and Argentina in proposing certain amendments (E/AC.6/L.l05) to 

the joint draft resolution. 

Mr. CAFIERO (Argentina) said that one of the most important aims that 

had been pursued since the war was the attainment and maintenance of full 

employment; that aim had become a major objective for every government, and 

concern for it had found expression in the Charter of the United Nations. It 

was recognized that the existence of chronic or frequent unemployment was a 

cause of social unrest and a threat to peace. The emphasis on full employment 

was dictated by the economic paradox that .peopJ.es and individuals lacked goods 

which they were anxious and able to produce if given employment. The solution 

of the problem of full employment was a vital factor in raising the standard of 

living and promoting social welfare, and could only be achieved in an expanding 

world economy where the economic development of the unJ~r-developed countries 

was of primary importance and the essential condition for full employment in the 

more developed countrieso The latter~ however, had not yet taken practical steps 

to show that they understood the problem. 

In under-developed countries the greatest problem was the existence of 

chronic under-employment due to the lack of economic expansion, which was one of 

the most effective and direct methods of increasing income from foreign trade. 

Those countries had to deal with factors over which they had no control, and 

depended precariously on the income from the few products they were able to export. 

Another cause of unemployment wc:.s the lack of capital goods due to a 

deterioration in the terrris of trade or a shortage of foreign investment. For the 

capital-providing countries, such investment represented a positive contribution 

towards the maintenance of their own level of employment and high standards of 

living. Full employment and the expansion of \torld trade should go hand-in-hand 

through practical co-ordinated action at the international level, and if that 

broke down or were ineffective, restrictions would have to be applied~ It was 

essential that the under-developed countries should enjoy favourable terms of 

trade which would perynit them to maintain their purcha.sing power and accelerate 
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their economic development. Although a return to multilateralism, to expansion 

of trade, to convertibility and such~ike was the declared policy of the majority 

of countries, bilateralism and exchange control were the only means left to the 

under-developed countries of ensuring full ewployment, and for that state of 

affairs the highly developed countries were responsible. 

The Argentine Government, wtose reply to ·the Secretary-General's 

questionnaire had not yet been published, v.ras particularly concerned with the 

question of full employment as a meru1s of giving effect to the principle of the 

right to work embodied in the country's Constitution. Among the methods his 

Government was adopting could be mentioned the intensification of production~ 

the rational distribution of public works projects and the organization of a 

national employment service~ Argentina was not suffering from unemployment, and 

had never really done so in the past. In 1953 a stable relationship had been 

established between prices and wages, with an increase in real incomes. 

The one negative factor in the national economy was the deterioration in 

the terms of trade, whose unfavourable trend was having an adverse effect on 

real income and the level of employment, The fall in the price of exports and 

potential and actual competition from surplus animal and agricultural products 

in traditionally Argentine markets were causing his country great concern,· and 

conflicted with certain resolutions of the General Assembly and the Economic and 

Social Council, which some highly developed countries found it convenient to 

forget. Referring to various such resolutions, he observed that the under

developed countries regarded them with scepticism, and asked of what value they 

had· be·en so far in the face of the measures adopted by the highly developed 

countries to the detriment of the under-develo~edo Nevertheless, despite every

thing, he felt that the under-developed countries were united in a spirit of 

co -operation and courage and still had faith in the great -IA"'~·k that could be 

achieved by the United Nat.ions~ 

His delegation~ while not opposed to the joi..'1t draft. resolution, considered 

that it was drafted in too general terms, lV"hich failed fully to reflect all 

aspects of the discussions. It had, accordingly, joined with those of Egypt and 

Yugoslavia in proposing some amendments to it. It also intended, in company with 

the other Latin-American countries represented on the Committee, to submit further 
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amendments stressiP~ the close relationship between a high level of employment, .. 
capiv~ investment and international trade, the necessity for a rapid expansion 

~ '' . ' 

of t~e eco~omy of the under-developed coU11tries in order to improve living 

standards, and the fact that in their search for a solution to the problem of full 

employment those countries were hampered by their economic structure, by the 

nature of their foreign trade, by the ~~lnerability of their foreign markets and by 

the danger of falling priceso As a matter of drafting, the Argentine.delegatiqn 

would like the fo1m of words used in the fifth paragraph of the preamble to the 

joint draft· resolution 3 beginning lrli th the word 11Welcoming. ~ •• 11 , to be somewhat 

modifiedg 

With regard to the Soviet Union draft ~esolution (E/616 and Corrol) 1 his 

delegation was 1.1.1able to accept the proposal that a non-goverrunental advisory 

conference be convenedo Such a gathering, representing a very large number of 

organizations, rras scarcely likely to achieve any very concrete results; moreover, 

any decisions that hlight be reached ~~uld be of very little value, since it 

appeared that governments were not to be represented at. the conference~ Again, 

almost insoluble problems w~uld arise as to which organizations were to be invited, 

and there was the question whether the presence of some might not be Q~acceptable 

to others. In his delegation 1 s view, the International Labour Organisation was 

the agency best eqtupped to study the question~ The first part of the Soviet 

Union resolution would, with some changes, be acceptable to his delegation. . But, 

as the two draft resolutions had many features in common, he wondered whether the 

various authors could not confe1~ with the object of reaching agreement on a 

revised joint texto 

Mr. Said HASAN (Pakistan) said that the question of full employment was 

conti.'l'lually before the Council and the General Assembly, but the lrrell-meaning 

resolutions in which the discussions terminated largely remained dead letters, and 

the peoples of the under-developed countries were left in their poverty and 

helplessness~ In his country, even the concept of full employment was almost 

utopian. Employment was to be measured less by the number unemployed than by the 

degree of under-employment of the vast majority of the people, the fluctuations 

making a difference only between semi-•starvation and near starvationo The 

term "full employment" implied no unemployed pe:r-~ons, but in Pakistan, where the 
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terra 11 wo:rkless 11 was a reproach, large numbers ~!Tho were not technically so were 

ne-.:ertheless employed non-·producti vely. The t:rnged,_y was that vlhere.as so much 

was waiting to be done.)l the necessary human labour and physical resourues) whioh 

existed, stood j.dle c '!.'hat wc.e the problem of all the under-developed cou.'l'ltries 1 

m1d it arose 3olely !'rom lack of capitalo Since the cou.."ltry had a:t.tained ito 

independence, the Pakistani Gover:Jment had put economic C:evelopmunti in the forefront 

of its polic.yo Despite the many handicaps, a start had been m:1.d.e on that gigantic 

task and a large part of the country! s aceumulated sterling balances had been 

withdrawn to finance development; but at the mor.tent a situation in ,.,hich recession 

and inflation we:re combined had forced upon the Govern:nen t an unavoidable choice 

bet'\treen slowing dorm develop:nent and curt.ailing consumption., It had chosen the 

more difficult, alternative - that of reducing the purchasing powez· of the public. 

At the same time, the highly-ind.ustriill.zed c~untries were threatened with -

unemployment due to the .release from armaments mam.U'acture of productive capacity 

which could not be absorbed by normal domentic dcnand, It was therefore of vital 

importance to those countries to foster effective demand in thd under-developed 

countries, but such markets could not be opened up if the latter's entire resources 

were absorbed by the needs of internal development o In Pekista"l .• despite the 

maximu:n investment the country was capable of} the standard of livlne had in fact 

fallen, and there wat:: \acute econor.rl.c distress and unemployment,. 

Both the draft resolutions before the Go!nll1ittee directed attenti.on almost. 

exclusively to conditions in the highly developed and industrialized countries., 

Indeed, the reco~~endations made in them were hardly applicable to the situation 

of the under-d:weloped countries., The .,uuendments (E/t .. r."6/L"104) his delegation 

we.s therefore proposing to the t'our-Pcwer draft rasolution drew attention t.o .. 

conditions in the latter cou.."ltries,. which might otherwlse bB overlookedc 

Mr., AVILEZ MOSQUERA (Ecuador) did not propose to reopen the theoretical 

discussion on full emplo:vment and the optimum level of' employment, but merely 

wished to bring out certain points,. 

The replies from govc~~ents to the SecretarJ-General's questionnaire on 

full employment:; and the fact that the two draft resoJ.uticns before t,he meet5.ng, 

although submitted by the governments of countries wlth di.fferGnt econor.lic 

structures and policies, dealt with the same pr.,blem, sho;ied tha.t one thing must 
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be borne in mind, namely, the fall in the level of employment despite signs of 

relative economic prosper:tty in some countries, or at least the failure of the 

level of employment in many rE!gions to rise to a level that could be described 

even as adequateo On the other hand; it was obvious that the approach of the 

highly industrialized cou1-rt.ries to the problem was different from that of the 

under-developed countries. ~vorkers in the latter group of countries could not 

be divided merely into employed and unemployed, because a large proportion fell 

into the category of under~·un~ploycd.,, 

Measures taken in the two groups of countries to remedy unemployment also 

differed. For exampleJ the poliey of industrialized countries in times of depression 

had been to combat unemployment by reducing developnent factors to a minimum; 

thus, capital savings and productivit1 had been reduced, special taxes had been 

imposed on excess profits, and savings h3.d oeen Ld.reut~::d towards less productive 

investments of social value in order to balance national produetion against 

increased levels of employmGnto The under-developed countries, however, could not 

follow such a policy if they iiished to increase the capital savings and accumula-

tion rates they needed to accelerate the rhy(~hm of their developnent, to raise 

productivity and to increase their investments in agriculture and industry. 

It had therefore been suggested in certain United Nations documents that they 

should increase their rate of eapit.-::1 formation in proportion to the increase 

in their national incomeo 

The aim of the economic policies of highly industrialized countries was to 

increase net production per man-hour under conditions of full employment, whereas 

in countries \tmich were in the process of development the urgent need was to 

increase production capacity and to raise produotion to a level higher than the 

increase of population, withm~t :raising prlces, ldthout currency depreciation 

and without undue di::1turbance of international tradeo It should also be borne 

in mind that the fall in the level of employment was an effect, and not a cause, 

in the complex of economic phenomenao A really satisfactory orientation of 

economic developnent would therefore entail a study of the causes of unemployment 

and would eventually lead to Cl. r~:::nedy for th<tt s:i.t';.ationc 

On the basis of those principles, his delegation considered that the Soviet 

Union draft resolution contained some valuable s1,;.ggestions; but he did not think 
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that all the measures proposed therein were likely to provide an adequatE:- solution 

to the problem" Some of those meaoures) hm'lev~r, were already b,;;ing p1.:1.t into 

practice in his countryo 

In Ecuador, the budgetary appropriations for education, health and social 

servicea generally were increasing year by year, because the Government considered 

that social development was an indirect form of economic development. The fact 

that those appropriations W0re not higher than they were was the result of the 

GovelYUnant 1 s desire not to increase the burden of t~~tion, which might affect 

the poorer sections of the population and have repercussions on the increase of 

production, l~nich was the immediate aim of the cotL.'1.try1 s development plans. At 

the present stage of its economic development, and in order to implement its 

development plan, Ecu~dor was trying to increase the diversification of its produc

tion for export and of food products, which would create new opportunities for 

better paid labour and raise the lev-els of employment and capital investmentc 

That did not mean, however, that his country \'v'Ould not seek other solutions to the 

problem. 

He associated himself with those representatives who had expressed the view 

that, in the presence of the International Labour Organisation, in which workers, 

employers and goverrun~nts were all represented, there was no need to convene an 

advisory conference of non-governmental organizations to study a highly technical 

problem in an atmosphere that would not be particularly conducive to that 

relaxation of the international tension fu.."ldamental to the normal development 

of the world economy~ 

P~s delegation approved the general lines of the four-Power draft resolution 

as a basis for discussion, but agreed with the Venezuelan representative's remarks 

about the wording of the third operative paragraph. He would join some of the 

other Latin-American delegations in submitting appropriate amendmentso 

In conclusion, he repeated that radical measures must be taken to attack the 

causes Of 'I.L.~employment. The highly industrialized countries could contribute 

towards the economic development of under-developed countries by stabilizing their 

economies, or at least by guaranteeing on the basis of fair prices, stable markets 

for the raw materials and food products exported ty the under-developed countries, 

in order to diminish the influence of external factors on their economies. They 
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could also stimulate capital investment by helping to channel international funds 

into the most needy areasn 

Mro RIBAS (Cuba) suggested that, in view of the number of proposals 

before the Committee~ a compromise solution might be more easily devised by a 

working party o 

Mro HOTCHKIS (United Stateo of America) supported that proposal. 

Mro SKAUG (Norway) said that, although full employment had been achieved 

in Norway, mainly through government action, his delegation was concerned wlth 

the international aspect of the problem, because it realized the extent to which 

its own employment level was dependent upon that of other countrieso It was 

obvious that the question of the maintenance of a high level of ·employment had 

to be approached differently in the case of highly industralized countries and 

unde~developed countries respectively; and his Government was aware of some of 

the problems facing the latter group from its own experience with the under

developed areas of Norwayo 

In becoming one of the authors of the joint draft resolution (E/AC.6/L.l03), 

his delegation had not imagined that it was dealing with the whole vast subject of 

full employment. Other aspects of the question would be discussed subsequently, 

when appropriate proposals would undoubtedly be submitted. The purpose of the 

present proposal was to bring out the problems of the industrialized countries and 

to stress their responsibilities in the mattero Their ability to maintain a 

high level of employment was important to all; in particular, the effects of any 

decline in their industrial activity would quickly be felt by the under-developed 

countries. He suggested that, in view of the specialized nature of the joint 

draft resolution, it might be advisable to consider the several amendments proposed 

to it in connexion with other aspects of the subjecto 

Mro JANNE (Belgium) said that his delegation's objectives were precisely 

those of the No~regian delegation. The latter's interpretation of the four-Power 

draft resolution was correct, but he did not think that the impression ought to be 

created that the proposed amend~ents were in any way dissociated from the problem 

of full employment. The views they embo,~ed squared with the intention of the 

joint draft resolutiono 

He, too., supported the Cuban representative's proposal. 
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Mr. EL-'l'ANAMLI (Egypt) said that although he took the keenest interest 

in the most important question of full employment, he had abstained from speaking 

hitherto because the draft resolution (E/AC.6/L.l02) submitted by his delegation 

on sub-item (a) of item 2 of the agenda ~ the world economic situation - had not 

yet been circulated(!) • However, with the help of the Pakistani and Indian 

delegations he had now given the text its final form( 2), and the Committee would 

be able to discuss it shortly. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that, as suggested by the Cuban representative, 

a working party on full employment should be set up under the chairmanship of the 

Belgian representative. 

It was so decided. 

1-lr. MACHAOO (Observer for the Government of Brazil), speaking at the 

invitation of the CHAIRMAN, said that he had heard several delegations state, in 

plenar.y meeting, that the situation relating ~o full employment in their countries 

bore no resemblance at all to the Secretar.iatts description thereof; he would 

like a fuller explanation of the statistics given in its report (E/2620). 

The time had passed for studies and resolutions proclaiming general policy. 

The moment had come to see whether the measures devised for solving the problem 

would produce useful results. Criticism must centre on existing institutions. 

It had not yet been possible to bring the International Trade Organization 

into being, but the problems which had prompted the decision to create it 

subsisted. The question of its establishment should be urgently reconsidered. 

The Soviet Union draft resolution called on "the governments of all countries, 

where unemployment exists, to take effective and urgent steps to reduce unemployment 

and increase employment." But was there any government whieh deliberately followed 

a pOlicy of unemployment? In a free economy it was not the government's job to 

increase employmGnt. . To provide more work, it was necessary to prevent commodity 

prices from falling, to make good the shortage of capital and to develop the 

(1} See summary record of the !60th meeting (E/ACo6/SRel60) 

(2) Subsequently circulated as document E/AC.6/Lol02/Rev.l. 
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economies of the . .under-developed countries, Production could not be stimulated 

so long as trade was neglected, 

The draft resolutions before the meeting represented the desiderata of 

theorists, The· solution of the problem was beyond the capacity of individual 

governments. It called for international co-operation in the economic and 

financial fieldso With the exception of the International Labour Organisation, t 
however, those specialized agencies capable of making suggestions were not· 

represented at the meeting. 

The most constructive step the Council could take would be to make a realistic 

and critical survey of all the plans for--combating unemploymen~-~9-opted...ov.er---the 

last ten years. 

Mr. MORDVINOV (Union of Soviet Socialist RepuhH cs) considered that the 

four-Power draft resolution (E/AC,6/Lol03) and some of the statements made in the 

Committee showed that many representatives took an unduly optimistic view of the 

world employment situation. The joint draft resolution suggested no practical 

measure~ to ·remedy that situation but merely refiected the wish of certain 

delegations to justify the existence of unemployment and· to prove its inevitability, 

His delegation could not countenance such·an interpretation of the position. The 

f~cts and figures before the Committee only served to underline the need for 

practical and effective measures to reduce unemployment and to alleviate the 

distress of the unemployed. 

His delegation took particular exception to the fourth and fifth paragraphs 

of the preamble. The fourth paragraph referred to the maintenance of national 

and international economic stability with high and expanding levels of emplo11'1\ent,J 

it wers, howev:er, impossible ~o maintain a. st~bility and levels which did not 

exist. The fifth paragraph welcomed the intentions of member States to continue 

their et~o~s to maintain high levels of domestic production and employment. 

He agreed wit~ the Argentine repres~ntative that there was no cause to welcaae 

the maintenance of the stat~s guo, when the World Economic Report, 1952•5.3 

(E/2560), and the debates in various United Nations organs bore witness to the 

disastrous economic position of many countries, 

Instead of submitting general, formal and retrograde proposals, the Committee 

should help the Council to take a decision on urgent remedial measures. 
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Their lack of realism had led the authors of the joint proposal to go so far 

as to insert a redundant invitation to the International Labour Organisation to 

continue its work. That agency had done useful work in the past, and would . 

continue to do so, but an instruction to it from the Council on the lines 

indicated could make no practical contribution to the solution of the problem of 

full employment. 

The Pakistani amendments (E/ACa6/Lol04) contained some useful provisions, 

which might, however, be incorporated to better advantage in the Soviet Union . 
draft resolution rather than in the joint draft resolution. The for.mer had been 

revised to take into account comments made at the previous meeting, and now 

appeared under symbol E/AC.6/Lol06, 

Sardar Swaran SINGH (India) thought that the Committee should be able 

to deal rapidly with the joint draft resolution on the world economic situation 

sul:mitted by t)le Egyptian, Indian and Pakistani delegations (E/ AC.6/L.l02/Rev .1). 

Mr. VILLEGAS PULIDO (Venezuela) considered that the Committee needed 

more time to study the draft, which had barely been distributed in one language. 

He therefore suggested that the meeting adjourn. 

Mr. EL-TANAMLI (Egypt) said that he would not press for an inmediate 

decision on the proposal. 

The meeting rose at 5.25 p,m., 

, 


